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Chairman Lankford, Ranking Member Heitkamp, and Members of the Subcommittee:
Thank you for the opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee on Regulatory Affairs and
Federal Management’s hearing “Empowering Managers: Ideas for a More Effective Federal
Workforce.” I appreciate the Subcommittee’s focus on identifying common sense federal
government and workforce reforms that will enable career executives and managers to better
lead their organizations to fulfil their agencies’ congressionally authorized missions for the
taxpaying American public.
I became President of the Senior Executives Association (SEA) in September 2016. SEA is a
nonprofit professional membership association that formed in 1980, shortly after the passage
of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-454). Since that time SEA has represented the
interests and perspective of aspiring, current, and former career federal executives in
government, including those in Senior Executive Service (SES) and equivalent positions, such as
Senior Level (SL) and Scientific and Professional (ST) positions. SEA has long promoted policies
to ensure an efficient and effective government; in doing so, SEA has advocated for the critical
importance of a strong and empowered senior career leadership corps.
The challenges facing government today are well studied and well known. In 1989 the National
Commission on the Public Service warned of a “quiet crisis” in the federal public service.1 The
Commission issued another report in 2003, then calling the matter "urgent business for
America"2 on similar issues that had been allowed to fester largely unaddressed. Reports
published by the Government Accountability Office (GAO), Merit Systems Protection Board
(MSPB), agency Offices of Inspector General (OIG) and others highlight with frequency
deficiencies and opportunities for improvement. In a nutshell, the government needs an
overhaul of its personnel systems and management philosophy to ensure it can attract and
retain the talent needed to accomplish agency missions in the 21st century.
To accomplish a successful transformation, government needs to invest in the development
and continuous education of its federal workforce. With the 40th anniversary of the CSRA
upcoming, now is an opportune time for Congress and stakeholders to act boldly to reform the
federal enterprise and the public service for the 21st century. All federal employees share the
desire to have a better functioning government. Our SES, SL, ST and senior GS members are
dedicated leaders in delivering agency missions and know firsthand what works and what may
need to be changed. SEA and its members stand ready to provide advice and perspective to
inform this critical transformation, and to carry the torch leading this transformation in the
years ahead.
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Brief Discussion of Challenges
For any solutions pursued by or for federal leaders to be most effective, Congress will need to
play a role in fostering an environment that is conducive to good management. Two areas in
particular call for attention. The first is chronic budget uncertainty. The second is the treatment
and respect afforded to federal public servants.
According to the Congressional Research Service (CRS), in only four years since 1977 has
Congress passed all appropriations bills on time.3 The resulting reliance on continuing
resolutions (CRs), is relevant to a discussion regarding the efficiency and effectiveness of the
federal workforce because, according to a GAO analysis,4 budget uncertainty negatively effects
agency operations, hinders planning and investment, and results in suboptimal allocations of
resources.
At a time of ballooning national deficit when Congress is attempting to curtail wasteful
government spending, a goal SEA lauds, the act of relying on CRs in-and-of-itself is creating
waste. Because of the uncertainty, agency staff must dedicate inordinate amounts of time to
budgeting and re-budgeting for multiple scenarios and contingencies. These resources could be
better utilized implementing the laws and programs which Congress has authorized, and
developing the agency workforce to meet current and future requirements.5 Ongoing
discussions in Congress about reforming the current budget process are welcomed. SEA
supports efforts to bring this conversation to thoughtful conclusion in the near term, for
example through approval of bipartisan proposals for biennial budgeting (S. 306; H.R. 1065).
As the board of directors for the federal government, it is important that Congress fulfill its
fiduciary responsibilities to timely provide agencies with budgets. Not only does this
uncertainty directly impact vital mission functions, it adversely impacts the process of strategic
human capital planning and talent management. GAO’s research6 has “consistently shown the
direct link between effective strategic human capital management and successful
organizational performance.” Not being sure whether your organization will be fully funded
from year to year compounds the incapacity to build a strategic workforce plan with defined
talent management processes, because agencies are unsure they will be able to strategically fill
vacancies. It would be helpful to agencies if Congress could provide general targets for future
year budgets to aid workforce planning.
As an employer, the inability of the government to provide predictable employment
opportunities and to expeditiously fill vacancies also challenges the ability of agencies to meet
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their mission. Compounding this challenge is the uncertainty around the viability and nobility of
federal employment and public service careers. SEA believes it is critical that Congress not
engage in a race to the bottom in terms of compensation and benefits the government would
be able to offer prospective employees. Promises made to current employees and annuitants
should be kept. It is also important to point out that over a third of new hires in recent years,
and nearly a third of the entire federal workforce, are veterans who have honorably served our
nation and want to continue their service to the nation in federal employment.7
The predominant focus by Congress in recent years on negative and punitive legislative
proposals relating to the federal workforce – scaling back or eliminating due process
protections that guard against politically motivated personnel actions, setting higher
contributions from employees for their pensions and health benefits absent increases in
benefits, clawing back earned pay and benefits, discussing eliminating public service loan
forgiveness programs, reducing the number of agency employees absent a business case for
doing so, proposing across-the-board attrition-based restrictions on hiring, to name a few –
coupled with negative congressional rhetoric about the workforce has created an environment
in which many talented recent graduates and other citizens are not considering the federal
government for employment. In 2014, only 7 percent of new hires to the federal government
were under the age of 25, compared to 23 percent in the private sector, according to the
Partnership for Public Service.8
Furthermore, punitive legislative proposals that have been approved, such as the Veterans
Access, Choice and Accountability Act of 2014 (P.L. 113-146) that made it easier to terminate or
discipline VA senior executives for misconduct or performance have not resulted in improved
management of agency personnel or operations. In fact, the VA is struggling to attract and
retain the best senior leaders to lead VA Medical Centers – many of these roles are still filled
with interim or acting directors – and high-caliber GS-14 and 15 employees are hesitant or
unwilling to enter the executive ranks at VA. As Congress considers more “accountability”
proposals targeting the VA workforce,9 and the workforce in general, it should heed the lessons
discovered in a SEA survey of VA executives in early 2016.10 A 2015 SEA survey of career leaders
found the “gotcha” mentality presently surrounding the federal workforce was challenging the
government’s ability to recruit and retain the most qualified leaders.11
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Beyond harming recruitment and retention, negative rhetoric about the workforce also has a
direct cost through decreased employee engagement. Gallup research estimated a cost to the
government of $18 billion in 2014 due to employee disengagement.12 That cost could be
eliminated if we respect and invest in the federal workforce and we encourage and empower
employees from the front lines to the C-suite to work together to identify inefficiencies and
collaboratively improve agency operations. This occurred at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard,
where management and labor came together to craft a “Declaration of Excellence,” that has
aligned all employees behind a common vision and which has increased morale, productivity
and efficiency.13
An environment must be created in which serving the public in federal service is seen as a
realistic and attractive career option, even if not for a lifetime career. SEA strives to restore the
notion of honor and pride around public service that President Kennedy harkened to in his 1961
inaugural address when he said citizens should “ask not what your country can do for you —
ask what you can do for your country,” but we need help from Members of Congress.
Examining Potential Solutions to Issues Affecting Each Stage of the Employee Lifecycle
The following sections contain perspective and proposals on issues affecting each stage of the
employee lifecycle. This structure was chosen because it provides a menu of options to address
specific issues related to the workforce, but also conveys the interrelatedness of these options
in forming an employee’s career experience. Just fixing one thing or tinkering around the edges
won’t necessarily make the whole system work better. The current system is too complex and
unwieldy and needs to be streamlined and updated to provide a modern foundation for a 21 st
century government. That is why SEA supports comprehensive civil service and government
reform legislation.
Recruitment
The government is failing to compete in the global war for talent. Agencies need better tools
and processes to recruit and hire. Few agencies have a defined talent acquisition and talent
management process for all employees at all levels. According to a 2015 Vanderbilt University
survey, 42% of senior executives said they could not recruit top job candidates.14 Agencies and
managers need better recruiting tools, and improved recruiting resources, beyond the posting
of jobs on USAJobs.
Agencies need more direct hiring authority and the ability to offer competitive compensation to
recent graduates, particularly those with mission critical skills. For example, last summer DHS
12
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was able to hire 370 new cyber security and technology professionals with on-the-spot job
offers during a two-day summer job fair. Recent authorities granted by Congress for hiring
individuals with cybersecurity expertise at DOD and DHS can serve as a model for governmentwide hiring reform. Authorities to allow individuals to more easily come into and out of
government service, and to benefit from added experience upon reentering the government,
should also be pursued. The best employees and those with in-demand skills are not waiting 80100 days for a job offer from the government. They might not work for a career in government
but they might for a few years. The government needs fresh thinking constantly being injected
into the workforce.
Agencies also need to do more to cultivate and develop their HR talent, and to transform those
professionals and their role within organizations from largely transactional and process
oriented to being strategic partners for management. Jeff Neal, a former Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) Chief Human Capital Officer (CHCO), has written extensively on the
need to retool federal HR for the 21st century.15 16
Hiring
A 2015 MSPB report found that the principle of fair and open competition for federal jobs is
being challenged by a proliferation of hiring authorities, overuse of restrictive hiring authorities
and practices, potential abuse of hiring authorities by some managers, and some HR staff
prioritizing internal processes over providing efficient customer service to job applicants. 17
While agencies are unique, the sprawling morass of numerous authorities causes confusion for
hiring managers and HR specialists and inhibits effective oversight.18 Congress can make it
easier for both applicants and agencies alike to understand and better be able to navigate the
hiring process. To understand lessons learned, Congress may also consider an evaluation of the
effectiveness of OPM’s recent Hiring Excellence campaign which sought to better educate
managers and HR professionals about the hiring tools agencies already have available and how
to best use them.
Congress should explore the role of competitive examining in federal hiring, and which
authorities need to be streamlined and consolidated legislatively versus which can be
accomplished administratively by OPM and agencies. When it comes to hiring authorities and
flexibilities, Congress needs to answer whether departments and agencies should be
considered as constituting a single federal enterprise or as many separate entities.
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One tool that managers will benefit from is implementation of the Competitive Service Act (P.L.
114-137). Hiring managers will greatly benefit from the ability to review vetted job candidates
who have clearly expressed an interest in federal employment for similar positions. Congress
should encourage agencies to operationalize this new authority in a common sense way that
adds value. Managers should not have to wait for multiple years for guiding regulation, as they
did following the passage of phased retirement authority.
Congress should continue examining current federal recruitment and hiring practices. Concerns
have been raised in recent years by many about the USAJobs platform, the state of the
Presidential Management Fellows (PMF) program19, the Pathways Program that eliminated old
internship and recent graduate programs20, and the time it takes between applying for a job
and receiving a decision, to name a few. The varied ways agencies handle security and
suitability adjudication also can slow down the hiring process, and opportunities to have
common forms or processes should be further explored. All of these areas are ripe for
improvement.
Onboarding New Employees
Agency processes for onboarding and orienting new employees to the organization need to be
strengthened. Usually the selected employee gets an orientation/onboarding of a few days to a
few weeks and that mostly focuses on process not on how to succeed in the agency’s culture.
New employees often need someone with institutional knowledge to help guide their career
decisions. Managers can play a key role by developing coaching and mentor/protégé
relationships with subordinates and superiors. Such relationships are commonly required in
successful private sector organizations, as they facilitate and encourage personal growth and
continuous professional improvement. Some agencies already have successful mentoring
programs in place. In 2016 OPM rolled out an improved model for SES onboarding that could
serve as a model to improve government employee onboarding in general. 21
Probationary Period
Across the government, most employees are subject to a one-year probationary period upon
starting their jobs. During this time they are in an “at‐will” status and can be released by the
government from employment. SEA supports legislation extending the probationary period for
positions that require extensive training.
For example, air traffic controllers and some positions with the Social Security Administration
(SSA) and Internal Revenue Service (IRS) have extended training periods, significant portions of
19
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which occur outside of the employee’s home office, before achieving journeyman status. Since
managers often do not work extensively with those employees during the first year and cannot
fully assess their on the job performance, it is reasonable and most fair to both the employee
and the manager to extend the probationary period or begin it upon completion of training.
Furthermore, managers should have to proactively certify that an employee has cleared the
probationary period, and should be held accountable for doing so.
To the extent that it is not being fully utilized, and research by GAO and MSPB demonstrate
that the probationary period is not being used to its full potential2223 – for both new hires as
well as new managers and executives – that is an issue of training and understanding how to
use the probationary period.24 Managers must be held accountable for properly using the tools
they have at their disposal.
Employee Training and Development
No successful major employer neglects developing its workforce. Yet the reality in government,
especially in nearly every non-defense civilian agency, resources for training and travel are
often the first to be slashed when budgets are tight, denying members of the workforce critical
opportunities to refresh skills and keep them current. To be successful in the long term, agency
budgets must dedicate training and professional development funds that cannot be
transferred. Training and development should be linked to employee performance and the
agency’s talent management strategy. Because they often cannot accomplish all the mission
requirements and provide adequate training within their budgets, agencies are unable to
cultivate a workforce with necessary skills and expeditiously close skills gaps. This can have
dramatic future impacts as the learning deficit only gets deeper.
Development should also include experiential learning such as rotations and details which help
employees grow and improve, especially in the area of leadership.25 It is imperative that the
prevailing perspective be that investment in federal civilian employees be seen as not purely a
cost, but rather as an investment, such as the development of members of the armed services
is understood to be.
22
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Talent Management
A recent survey of federal leaders identified gaps in agencies talent management strategies.26
As missions of federal agencies evolve and technology involved in performing functions
changes, there is a critical need to equip organizations within the government with meaningful
data (demographic, attrition, skills inventories, retirement trends, training needs assessments,
etc.), effective methods (succession management plans, critical skills forecasts, workforce
planning assessments, etc.) and to develop training for agency officials on how to routinely and
successfully utilize such data and methods to manage their workforces just as they do their
budgets and other resources.
This is an area where OPM and OMB need to exert leadership, and in consultation with
professional associations (such as SEA), good government groups and agency CHCOs, CFOs, etc.
develop tools, templates and best practices to aid agencies in what is likely to be an era of tight
resources and competing national priorities. Once the tools are developed agencies could use
the tools to produce workforce management plans that are tied to budget requests and are set
up on a scorecard type basis (a potential model is the stoplight Management Scorecard used by
the President George W. Bush’s administration) and given broad visibility and use in allocating
federal resources and in developing recruitment, hiring, assignment, training, succession and
mobility plans within agencies. This is a function performed by manpower offices in the armed
services, covering both active duty and civilians, yet no comparable analog exists in most
civilian federal agencies. Absent statutory directive and authorization, it is unlikely all agencies
will invest resources in establishing robust talent management systems, although some
agencies do have such systems. GAO has listed human capital management as a high risk issue
since 2001.
The general lack of robust capability in this area across federal agencies may make it difficult for
OPM and OMB to develop within 90 days a data-driven attrition plan for the workforce,
pursuant to President Trump’s memorandum enacting a hiring freeze. 27 GAO’s duplication
report may provide a useful proxy for OPM, OMB, and agencies in identifying smart areas to
apply attrition and consolidation across the federal enterprise. That the President’s hiring
freeze is temporary in nature to provide time for development of the workforce plan is a
positive sign, as GAO’s research found that government-wide hiring freezes proved ineffective
in managing federal employment. 28
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Regarding the hiring freeze itself, the guidance memo, M-17-1829, issued by OMB and OPM, has
been helpful to agencies in interpreting the original Presidential Memorandum. However, even
if temporary, SEA has concerns that the freeze, coupled with negative views of federal workers
in recent years in Congress and the press, will have a chilling effect on the ability of the federal
government to attract and recruit talent it needs, particularly from veterans, millennials
including students graduating college this spring, and to fill mission critical skills gaps.
Compounding this concern is the uncertainty around the viability and nobility of federal
employment and public service careers. Rhetoric from Members that federal employees
“become where they are career bureaucrats who soak of the lifeblood of the American people,”
will not help the government’s recruitment or retention efforts. 30
Supervisor Selection, Training, and Development
Supervisors are the critical link between management and employees. For this reason, the
supervisor’s proficiency in both technical and leadership skills is important for agency success.
Effective supervisors increase employee motivation, communicate expectations, and ultimately
increase organizational performance. The MSPB highlighted the importance of first-level
supervisors in a 2010 report. 31
The manner in which the government selects which employees to take on supervisory roles is in
dire need of an update. Under the General Schedule, an employee often must take on
supervisory duties in order to ascend the ranks. Yet there is no assessment of whether that
employee, who may be an excellent technician or subject matter expert (SME), has the capacity
to serve as a supervisor and leader. Federal employees require career ladders that let them
chose whether they prefer to remain a SME or whether they want to manage, and both options
should present opportunities for career advancement and growth. This also applies to
determining whether a senior employee should be SES, SL/ST, or equivalent.
Research published by Gallup32 highlights the importance of selecting the correct employee for
supervisory and managerial duties in the first place. One in ten employees have the unique
combination of skills and perspective to be a manager, while an additional two in ten can be
taught to be a great manager. That means seven out of ten employees, who may be great
SMEs, are likely not cut out for supervising employees. Ensuring the government develops and
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selects the appropriate individuals for supervisory roles will produce an improved management
talent pipeline, with the most adept of those leaders eventually rising to the SES ranks.
Meanwhile, more must be done to ensure that supervisors, managers, and executives are
provided the training and development necessary to oversee the workforce. A 2015 MSPB
report highlighted the importance and benefits of investing in executive leaders.33 Nearly every
MSPB, GAO, and Inspector General report cite recommendations for training and development.
Despite directives from OPM and laws passed by Congress (i.e. P.L. 108-411) mandating
agencies provide initial and ongoing supervisor training and have succession management
plans, it is clear that there is more that could be done. SEA supports legislation to strengthen
supervisor training, such as Senator Heitkamp’s Federal Supervisor Training Act. As Congress
seeks to strengthen supervisor training and development, along with training for all employees,
it should also evaluate existing training mandates and the effectiveness of such training.
SEA has long advocated for mandatory supervisor training. For manager training to be most
effective, five criteria should be met: 1) Every new supervisor and manager in the federal
government must receive mandatory supervisory training within one year of their initial
appointment; 2) Supervisors and managers should receive updated training every three years
after the initial training; 3) Training of managers must become a priority within in each federal
agency and department; 4) A specific authorization of federal funds would need to be made to
underwrite the cost of training that is in addition to money currently allocated to each agency
and department for personnel costs; and, 5) Mangers should be afforded participation in
processes that arise from constructive feedback and evaluations required of them. History has
demonstrated that the ability of managers to effectively implement change, for example,
implementing new performance management and appraisal systems, is dependent on effective
training.
Leadership
SEA believes a focus on the quality of leadership is a key missing ingredient in civilian
government. Regardless of what level an employee is on an organizational chart, they have the
potential to be a leader. The government must embrace and cultivate leadership at all levels, as
does the military. One must be able to lead themselves before they lead a team, before they
lead an organization. Agencies and the federal enterprise need to invest in comprehensive
talent development, using assessment and evaluation to select and promote leaders. Too
frequently, the misapplication of the merit principles causes agencies to be overly cautious
when cultivating future leaders, when agency managers and executives should be deeply
involved in the selection and cultivation of future leaders. Agencies should have talent boards
led by senior career employees who actively cultivate their agency workforce.
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Reform the Federal Pay System
The General Schedule (GS) system is byzantine and broken. It is marginally if at all effective in
recruiting, motivating and rewarding good employees. Time and seniority based pay
progression is a vestige of a bygone era. Managers need flexibility to reward and promote
employees who prove they are able to perform higher level work without waiting for time-ingrade restrictions. SEA supports a common sense approach that would bring more flexibility
(e.g., pay banding, skills based pay, variable pay, market driven pay, dual track pay progression
(managerial vs. technical tracks), etc.) to the federal pay system. The system needs to become
widely available and established to promote fairness, accountability, and a better “bang for the
buck” for employees and taxpayers alike.
While not perfect, more aspects of the SES pay for performance compensation approach could
be embedded into GS type managerial/supervisory jobs wherein bonuses and special pay
awards play a larger role in total compensation. OPM and OMB need to exert leadership with
help from public and private sector groups and experts. Changes in pay systems must be
complemented by changes in performance management systems and practices so as to
reinforce and maximize the effectiveness of pay reform, and training on those new systems and
changes. Clear communication with employees and employee representatives will also be a
crucial factor to the success of pay and performance management reforms.
Performance Management
Training is a key to successful performance management efforts. Supervisors and employees
alike need to understand their agency’s performance management system and their roles and
obligations within that system. A lack of understanding or poor implementation of performance
management systems breeds distrust between supervisors and employees, which can generate
disengagement, lowered productivity and performance levels, grievances and legal actions.
Current frameworks for managing performance and risk need to be recalibrated. The GPRAMA
process does call for agencies to undertake planning and strategic goal setting. GAO has found
agency implementation of GPRAMA to be uneven34 and agencies need to fully identify and
report major management challenges and actions to resolve them in agency performance
plans.35 However, GPRAMA-induced planning is often done at the expense of an enterprise
assessment of risk management, which SEA posits is more important to focusing management
attention on risk to key agency operations and restoring public trust in government. OMB’s
revision of Circular A-123 was an important first step, and the release of an enterprise risk
management (ERM) playbook36 by the CFO Council and Performance Improvement Council
(PIC) provided a useful tool for leaders across government.
34
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Data from the Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS) demonstrate that government
performance management practices can be improved. Analysis of FEVS data by the Partnership
for Public Service and Deloitte found that only 60.1 percent of government employees received
constructive feedback through the performance process, compared to 75 percent in the private
sector.37 Management gurus and leading organizations have been discussing how to reinvent
performance management38 for several years, as have some public sector organizations, and
the government should learn from how large organizations are applying these changes39 and
explore applying them to government. SEA is committed to constructively participating in
dialogue around reforming how the government does performance management.
Employee Accountability
Research has demonstrated that agency culture has by far the greatest bearing on the ability of
managers to hold employees accountable for misconduct or poor performance. 40 The second
and third next closest barriers were the support given by superiors, followed by the quality of
service provided by HR. Unfortunately, it is often culturally easier for a manager to ignore a
problem employee or detail them than to deal with the issue. Managers often are reluctant to
take action against an employee, particularly if they do not receive appropriate support from
superiors, agency political leaders, HR, agency counsel, and others, and consequently are
disincentivized to commit substantial time and effort to address said employee and meanwhile
feel vulnerability to grievances or other employee complaints.41 The current system is simply
too complex, and the slightest misstep by a manager could cause a poor performing employee
to retain their employment and subsequently be protected against accountability because of
the ability to hide behind retaliation claims.
Increased emphasis on accountability through statutes such as the No FEAR Act (P.L. 107-174)
makes managers even more reluctant to act against poor performers out of fear of an EEO or IG
complaint, which can take up a substantial amount of their time and threatens to label them
unfairly. While there are legitimate EEO, IG, and whistleblower claims, some employees who
use these processes are merely attempting to paralyze their managers. These charges clog the
system and delay attention to justified complaints. Currently, employees who make complaints
are provided no disincentive from alleging problematic behavior by a manager, even if none
37
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had occurred. While it is important that employees always be provided outlets for reporting
wrongdoing, a better balance than currently exists should be explored that disincentives
frivolous complaints.
SEA and the Government Managers Coalition (GMC) have long supported a Federal Managers
Fairness Act that would allow managers to participate during the EEO process, have the right to
be consulted before a settlement, have the right to know when a case is filed and when it is
finished, and be considered for lost benefits resulting from EEO complaints found to be without
merit. The Federal Managers Fairness Act would allow managers to be assured that they will
receive fair treatment during the complaint process. It will also provide managers with one
more tool to ensure that they effectively deal with employees and are not unfairly burdened by
a system they do not fully understand.
Given the complexity of federal personnel law, SEA encourages Congress to explore the
creation of a unified federal dispute resolution forum that would serve as a singular point of
resolution for all employee complaints, including EEO and labor arbitration. Creation of such a
forum would end the process of “forum shopping,” in which employees can file complaints to
various entities (i.e. MSPB, EEOC, FLRA, OSC), in the hope of delaying the process or reaching a
settlement. A unified forum would also address the problem of conflicting precedents in EEO
cases by various circuit courts. A proposal developed by the Coalition for Effective Change, of
which SEA was a leading member, to do this was released in 1995.42 It is still relevant today.
Recently, Congress has (for the VA) and has debated reducing the employment protections of
federal employees, for example those in the SES as well as those at specific agencies (i.e. IRS,
EPA). Some proposals call for making members of the SES or the workforce in general “at-will”
employees with no or very limited protections. SEA is deeply concerned about this discussion
and the implications such changes would have for the American public if not fully and properly
debated. According to a 2015 SEA survey of senior career leaders, respondents felt that at-will
employment in the federal government would be detrimental to agency efficiency,
effectiveness, integrity, productivity, innovation, operational stability, and public trust in
government.43
Guarding the government workforce from politically motivated or capricious personnel actions
is not about protecting the jobs of government employees. Due process protections serve to
protect for the public the integrity of the delivery and execution of governmental activity by
keeping it free from partisan political influence. Due process protections for government
employees are the mechanism by which the apolitical, merit-based civil service is protected.
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Retirement
Federal employees have always understood that they would not become rich working for the
government, but they would have a secure retirement. That is an appropriate trade-off for
those working in the public trust and on the public’s behalf. As Congress explores potential
changes to the government’s compensation and benefits package, including retirement, it must
hold sacred employment promises made to current employees and annuitants. For current
annuitants and those soon to retire, SEA and its colleagues in the Government Managers
Coalition (GMC) have over the years provided suggestions to OPM and Congress about
improving the retirement system for federal employees.44
Looking forward and considering current labor market dynamics, it may be appropriate for the
government to offer a more portable retirement package that enables employees to come in
and out of government more easily, while not losing benefits or earned assets.
Assessing Structural Barriers to Government Effectiveness
The Senior Executive Service
This testimony did not offer specifics on SES and senior professional reform. This was done for
two reasons. First, addressing SES reform in a vacuum without addressing the foundational
issues discussed above would miss an opportunity to drive more lasting and important reform.
Second, SEA has recently testified in both the Senate4546 and the House47 on the SES and
offered specific ideas, and is also actively working with lawmakers and under new leadership on
additional areas for reform.
Career Leaders Need to be at the Table
Despite career senior executives being envisioned in the CSRA as the “keystone” that serves to
professionally bridge short-term political appointees with the career federal workforce, career
44
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senior leaders are often not included at the highest levels of agency decision making.
Consequently, policy decisions are sometimes made by political leadership without
consideration the ability of the agency to deliver upon that decision. Research by Professor Paul
C. Light found that the growing cascade of government breakdowns can be often be attributed
to a failure of linking policy vision with execution, including overseeing faithful execution of the
intended policy vision.48
Too frequently senior career leaders are treated more like senior managers, as opposed to true
senior executives with decision making authority. Professor Light and others have studied the
thickening of senior management roles – both political and career – and the negative results of
diffused decision making and authority. Short term political appointees should not be assigned
to key agency administrative roles such as Chief Operating Officer, Chief Human Capital Officer,
etc. SEA supports legislation restricting such positions to career-reserved.
Reduce Fragmentation, Overlap, and Duplication
It is almost impossible to imagine a top to bottom review of the federal government’s
agency/mission/organizational structure (a la the Defense Department Base Realignment and
Closure process) even though this is vitally needed. Previously introduced legislative proposals,
such as the Government Transformation Act (S. 2269 in the 114th Congress) offer one potential
mechanism to achieve this goal. If this can’t occur then proactive, ongoing steps and reforms
need to be established to vastly improve intra and interagency coordination (including
information sharing, managerial cooperation, resources reallocation, etc.) in key mission areas
such as public health, national, cyber and homeland security, energy and the environment, etc.
While previous administrations have attempted this, for example through the President’s
Management Council, pursuit of category management for procurement, and establishment of
organizations like the Unified Shared Services Management (USSM), more effort is needed –
absent statutory changes it will be very difficult to move the needle. Antiquated authorization
and appropriation methods may also need to be improved to provide the most effective
enterprise-level management and coordination possible.
GAO’s research into opportunities to reduce fragmentation, overlap, and duplication provides a
handy government-wide view into addressing challenges in this area. 49 Agencies and Congress
need to continue to work together to reduce overlap, duplication, and dysfunctional
redundancy and lack of ownership by forcing consolidation and improved coordination among
similar organizations, functions, missions, and managers within and across agencies.
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It’s time to start thinking of the federal government and its organizations and workforce as an
entire enterprise and not just a collection of ornaments hung on a sagging tree that never gets
trimmed, reshaped, or cross-bred.50
Conclusion and Next Steps for Reform
SEA believes that comprehensive civil service and government reform is necessary to enable
the government to best serve vital national interests in the 21st century. Reform must not only
allow the government to meet current requirements, but must lay the foundation for a more
agile and nimble federal apparatus that is capable of responding to the dynamic challenges and
change that technology will drive in society in the coming years. Methods such as strategic
foresight could be employed to inform reform efforts.
This testimony touched upon many ideas, both large and small, that can address the
empowerment and improve the effectiveness of management-level employees. SEA’s
recommended course of action is for the Congress to take immediate action on smaller-bore
issues that can be taken up in the near term – such as enhancing hiring authorities that enable
the government to fill critical skills gaps and fulfill mission requirements, streamlining
disciplinary and accountability processes while maintaining fairness and employee due process
rights – and chartering a commission to tackle the mammoth task of developing a modern
personnel system and other areas that require careful assessment.
SEA stands ready to work with this Subcommittee and all Members to discuss how we can
unleash government employees to lead and how the civil service can be brought up to date in
order to best serve the American people.
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